Privacy Policy

1. collection, processing and use personal data
When you visit this website, we do not collect any personal data about you. Data from you. Personal data will only be collected if you inform us yourself via our contact form. These data will used exclusively to respond to your request and then to send you a deleted again.

2. use of own cookies
When certain pages are called up, a so-called "session cookie" is used. is set. This is a small text file, which can be opened after the end of the of the browser session automatically deleted from your computer again will be. This file is only used to create certain applications to be able to use it. With most web browsers you can use the Change settings so that your browser does not accept new cookies or you can have cookies deleted. How this can be done your browser is working, you can usually use its help function to be found out.

3. server log files
As with any connection to a web server, logs and stores the server of our webhosting provider hoststar.ch in Frauenbrunnen, Switzerland certain technical data. These data include the IP address and operating system of your device, the data, the access time, the type of browser as well as the browser request including its origin of the request (referrer). This is necessary for technical reasons in order to make our website available to you. The Web Hosting Provider protects this data with technical and organizational measures from unauthorized access and does not pass them on to third parties. As far as we personal data, we do so on the basis of our privacy policy. to offer you the best possible user experience, and to provide you with the to ensure the security and stability of our systems.

4th Newsletter
If you sign up for our newsletter with your e-mail address we will store and use your e-mail address for the purposes of Sending our newsletter with information and advertising about us until you have unsubscribed from our newsletter. We do not use third parties for our newsletter service, but send it manually via our mail server from Hoststar. You can unsubscribe from our newsletter at any time. You can your consent at any time to the use of your e-mail address for the purpose of sending you the future to us. To do so, please use the form below indicated contact possibilities.

5. Webshop
We would like to point out that for the purpose of simplifying
The IP data of the connection owner is used by the webshop operator within the framework of cookies for the subsequent contract processing, as well as the name, address and means of payment of the buyer.

In addition, for the purpose of contract processing, the following data also stored with us: Name, first name, address and order data.

The data provided by you is only used for the fulfilment of the contract or for the implementation of pre-contractual measures required. Without these data we cannot conclude the contract with you. A Data transfer to third parties does not take place, with the exception of the transfer of data to third parties.

- Data of the credit card data to the processing
- Bank institutions/payment service providers for the purpose of debiting the purchase price, to the price we have charged to the
- Transport company/shipping company for the delivery of the goods
- as well as to our tax advisor for the fulfilment of our tax law obligations.

In the event of a contract being concluded, all data from the contractual relationship until the expiration of the tax-law retention period (10 years).

6. your rights

In principle, you have the right to information, rectification, deletion, restriction, data transferability, revocation and contradiction to. If you believe that the processing of your data violates the data protection law or your data protection law claims have otherwise been infringed in any way, you can contact us at the regulatory agency.

Contact details:

Thomas Hermann
Rüteliweg 14
5736 Burg